
Thinking of You 

Throats’ blessures a-clotting through planar and lunar and glandular 
sophists in the market for grain. What? Unvoiceable traffic plaques the 
ruining ardor as the cranberry lobs sea fruits by blade time. Yea? 
Grasping for locks, you crane upon smoother shelving. Not for me! 
Not for nobody’s help. Crud… 

* 

Until the pregress shoed up the bigger toe, I too would lob sheets, and, 
for wads, it was all cursed. “Thrumming egrets” are the lastest hooch, 
I shrink. Don’t scam booze with surprise if you can’t also harangue the 
cornet.  

* 

Lapsing into grown, hapless shoeing, the sizzlin’ gelatin crotch…
Bluzzard! Now that’s a curd’s shade of no.  

* 

Now that there’s a wit too obvious to credentialize. O the lacquer of its 
free, bloated stump! Badmouth the whom? Some sing around horns’ 
loops like a brow? Crumbs up the what? … So be it. 

* 

Crating a harpy-lashed pooch, the regretful mattress sagged, tautened, 
then gave way. The scale’s open communication unreels one 
automotive, then its Other. Seismic talk is the sister’s chalk, as the 
hemming and hawing chawed. 

* 



Not again! Or to be a crack in two chairs now. Raising her thread, 
some furry, lopsided mooch was only the latest squelch to recreate the 
Big Bang of our imperfections. 

* 

Muling down the carrot path, the prostate carps and gongs. 
Pterodactyl droppings contaminate the season’s pudding, but when a 
first move really is a first move, what good’s a simmer? Pretty logs… 
swoonin’ under the lamplight, strippin’ back the thistle. It’s a bawdy 
land, alright, and that’s filling. 

* 

Those buttery baths mobbing the periphery sure aren’t wringing the 
books out. [Fervent injunctions.] The victor spruces up a radio while 
mosquitos dart the good, gone shelf. “What a lout!” sighs an eye. (I’m 
lying in bed under the covers in the dark with a squeaky fan pointed 
directly at me, imagining it’s the howling wind at the base camp of 
Mount Everest.) 

* 

Mid-September and the flood hasn’t made it so far. The ham kept dry, 
anyway. Toward evenfall the words had gone all western on us. The 
lady punctured the condom, so the man (and this ain’t for nothing) 
packed a cleatful of fresh dirt in a pipe and smoked it. Oh, the lax 
intermission… still isn’t a good idea. All my friends have confirmed it 
for me. One by one, the days go a-screamin’ by. Like an oily, orange 
sauce coating every bedroom wall. 

* 



There’s no time to waste on the rectangular spit: whole parthenons of 
axolotls are already waddling their loads up the four lazy hills. So, 
submerge the ringe, with so artful an ache that even the noble gases 
will stoop to reeling in their own cereal for breakfast. 

* 

Mockery may have withered my hairline, but the crocodiles have 
already eaten those pigheads we’d stocked up on for dinner. So, why 
root up the cotton, when practical miseries still go on wriggling 
through them there Prehispanic murals?  

* 

I ADMIT IT! I doubted you. After all, it wasn’t the refrigerator kept 
caulking up the roots. It wasn’t even the aggravating notepad. No. 
Lactose paths wrested and ploughed the stars, but they never did open 
the door completely, to flood you out. 

* 

Wherever cheap melody soughs through constellations, the babies will 
go on strike. With ligatures from ankle to steeple. Some woofing seals 
spine the fundament blue. The planes like sky acne. The stars like sky 
beard. 

* 

Strain the long, long ligament. Like a fish torn in two and not even 
cooked. Salivate through my head. Soften my skull with your spit. No 
time to waste in the rectangular spit. It’s always playtime for the 
wicked, or at least that’s what they say. 

* 



Drag your morals thrumming the gate by the scruff of their nape’s 
scruff. The cracks in the wall may have scared us half to death, but, 
crawling along, as if auditioning for the part of the henchmen of 
some already-dethroned villain, we served them, even as they wound 
achingly, somehow always more tightly, around our calves. 

* 

Maybe, just maybe, this new attitude of yours won’t dissolve my sugar 
like the internal watchman. A sort of memory, a beard, laughing to 
tears where few have dared to romp. I spy three lizards waving 
handkerchiefs from the tinted trunk. Is that okay? Actually, the 
clipboard’s loss of your photo… well, enough already. For the balcony, 
and for the far-away coagulates of lactation, the house will have to be 
gummed up… and I mean, all the way up. 

* 

Showering a sham croaker, the apartment looks down over a crowded 
fruit market. No fool’s wicked enough to slough this rain of lucrative 
nibs. So, why didn’t we tar up the old sails? Whatever. The melody 
picks up its lateral scroll, however pastel the donor’s filling. 

* 

Like a prompt igloo without a tophat, the last Mohican takes his draw 
on the pipe. Then I sneeze. That man you hear clearing his throat like 
a freak? That’s the neighbor on the other side of the paper-thin wall, 
not me.  

* 



Failing? I think we’re hooting. Softly, yes, but hooting still. Listen to 
the rags, the trellises, the breaking of the chair. Loop back on an ear 
and it will still be wrestling on the crickets’ trellis. Beers and all, we 
laugh when the children buy into such heroism. Lest we forget we too 
were once slinkies on that same, most petulant case of stairs. 

* 

Sometimes you just can't deny that the freezing coffin cooks the hot 
dogs right. But the starting line sits only ten strides from the victor’s 
front door. To cringe is one way of saying thanks, it just takes a few 
weeks to arrive. Frame the toilet however you want —a soily landscape 
with a hundred oxen, a godly lattice— it’s what the vikings would 
have wanted. 

* 

Off to the salon where, after buying too many wigs, the chink in the 
arm is busy relating the dog days of its stunning bruise. For a hundred 
or so trees, it’s easy, and all this moaning could have been plucked to 
the tune of a much shorter harp. But then, with the boulders being 
hourly washed away, carpets are afraid to thrill among the breakers.      

* 

I’m not excited by the long, drawn breath anymore. Before we walked 
sidelong, your dad had already moved. That picture from below, in 
the apartment he was renting, lying naked on the frosted glass ceiling. 
See? We’re all on rented time. Me, you, the god damn postman. 
Rented time and stashes of amphetamines we don’t even know how to 
find anymore. 

* 



Really, when can we get around to buttering these lobster claws? The 
chef says out with it, which, of course, means fall will go flaking on 
by, and summer, by then, will be long forgotten… and who, by then, 
will bat a lash over the surging price of dairy? Really? Such a care in the 
hopscotch court’s darkest hour? 

* 

A stream of piss knocked a fly down into the toilet. This coffin, 
however, like a gagging on one’s own tongue, looked too vigorous, 
overt. So I went to the barstool, where snide ants gobbling my dried 
urine begged, “Another basket of pretzels, Victor?” (The comple-
mentary ones, so as not to raise suspicion.) 

* 

I think about that time we studied vocabulary cards together, your 
stumpy thumbs. All night in a fortress of beer. Confessing, sick and 
tired. That one night always repeating. Just lob me down by the 
trolley, why don’t you? Some would have called such selflessness luck. 
Only later I called it an invitation to wear a collar.  

* 

Dusk is the postcard I’ve been meaning to write, I just can’t find the 
right condiment. Look… instead of finishing this stubborn tale, why 
don’t you and I go free all the monkeys from the 

* 

I’d call you ma belle, but I can’t imagine the river would be too pleased 
about it. Stomp me twice: our premium accounts lounge together on 
the mountaintop of good deals. But it really wasn’t worth the wait, 
with all those cramps tumbling down the shelf-like forehead. 



* 

Dancing with a prairie dog in her dream, the arched foot lumps across 
the fairgrounds while an inventor, wagging kilometers of tongue, 
speaks indolently of hamburgers. Dunking my toe in the coffee cup, I 
wonder, across those same silly crags, how you’re planning to pay all 
that rent. 

* 

The studio audience sits ignorant, suspended over a meat grinder. And 
Sally, of course, I’d love to drink with you while the train shunts off 
toward Rochester. Pushing, pushing, and baking bread. The head 
filled with amorous melody is nothing but a cork and, one simple 
misspelling later, has already won three free trips to the Tropics.  

* 

Make believe is an admittedly difficult blanket on which to fake a 
picnic. Even the brainiac raven’s posture has gone to shit. But 
optimism comes at no small cost to the olfactory sense of birds. 
Wanting in great arcs over the beach, receding to a speck among the 
pines, then, just like my memory of that sausage link, they float away 
on the sea foam. 

* 

You feel the need to stop, and suddenly you’re in a corner. A kitten in 
a dunce hat inseminating a second-hand copy of the Reveries of a 
Solitary Walker beside you. (Could this be worse than jail?) I’m not 
saying don’t stick around the abandoned mental hospital, just that 
there are better nodules to finger in the cockpit of Fantastic literature. 
And don’t you dare make me shrug twice. 

* 



Even a novice monk sends maman a phrase or two in Latin when the 
going gets rough. So, pardon me while I ride this bald eagle out to 
greener pastures, where I can, at last, take part in the great American 
pastime of exceeding the recommended dosage of benign medicines. 

* 

I’ll be honest with you, this isn’t what I had in mind. The lobster 
claw’s gone purple. The wheels are made of sugar cubes. The 
antibacterial gel smells like B.O. Have the waiter bring me a new 
plate, while you’re at it. I’m rubbing this one with my finger, and I 
can’t hear it squeak. 

* 

It’s just like Adorno’s 40’s, but we’re all making asses of ourselves on 
the light web. Maybe sometime we can take a bath together? I’ll bring 
the sandwiches, if you let me act like we’ve never met before.   


